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Abstract 

We discuss some aspects of the deformed W-algebras Wg^fe]- In 
particular, we derive an explicit formula for the Kac determinant, and 
discuss the center when t2 is a primitive fc-th root of unity. The relation 
of the structure of Wg.tffl] to the representation ring of the quantum 
affine algebra Uq(g), as discovered recently by Frenkel and Reshetikhin, 
is further elucidated in some examples. 

1    Introduction 

In recent years there has been a considerable interest in understanding the 
role of infinite dimensional quantum algebras in the theory of off-critical 
integrable models of statistical mechanics. In particular, it has become clear 
that the algebraic framework of those theories closely parallels that of their 
critical counterpart - the conformal field theories. 

In this context the algebras of particular interest are the so-called de- 
formed W-algebras W^ffl] associated to arbitrary simple finite dimensional 
Lie algebras g. They can be considered to be deformations of the W-algebras 
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W[0] that arise in conformal field theory.1 In analogy with the undeformed 
case, the algebras W^ffl] are most conveniently defined as the centralizer of 
a set of screening operators Sf in a deformed Heisenberg algebra ?/9,*[fl]. 

The simplest example, the deformed Virasoro algebra Virg>t = W^^^b], 
was introduced in [2,3] and further studied in [4-10]. In [6,11] it has been 
argued that this deformed Virasoro algebra plays the role of the dynami- 
cal symmetry algebra in the Andrews-Baxter-Forrester RSOS models. The 
higher rank generalizations, W^slw], were introduced in [12-17]. The de- 
formed W-algebras W^tfg], for arbitrary simple finite dimensional Lie alge- 
bras g, were introduced recently by Frenkel and Reshetikhin [16] and further 
studied in, e.g., [18]. 

In this paper we further investigate the structure of W^tffl]. In particular, 
we derive explicit expressions for elements in the centralizer of the screening 
operators for g = sfe? i-e-5 generators oiWq^h], and formulate an algorithm 
to obtain generators of >V9>t[fl] by 'pasting' of the various 5I2 directions. 
We illustrate this procedure in the case of the rank 2 simple Lie algebras. 
This explicit construction further elucidates the connection of Wg,t[fl] to the 
Grothendieck ring Rep(Uq(g)) of finite dimensional representations of the 
quantum affine algebra Uq(Q) as discovered in [16]. 

The main ideas and some of the formulae of this part of the paper are 
already, at least implicitly, contained in [16]. The main results of this pa- 
per are a formula for the determinant of the contravariant bilinear form 
('Shapovalov form') on the Verma modules over W^tfe] (Theorem 4.4) and 
an explicit construction of the center of >V^[g] when one of the deformation 
parameters t2 is a primitive fc-th root of unity (Theorem 5.1). These two 
results generalize our results for g = 5I2 in [10]. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we first recall, follow- 
ing [16], the definition of the deformed W-algebra W^ffl] and formulate a 
conjecture for the structure of its generators Ti(z). This conjecture (As- 
sumption 2.4) has been verified in a number of cases, including g = SIN 

and all rank 2 simple Lie algebras. It is a slight refinement of Conjecture 1 
in [16] and will be the starting point for the analysis in this paper. We also 
prove some simple corollaries of this conjecture which will be needed in the 
discussion of the main results of this paper. In Section 3 we provide further 
evidence for the conjectured structure of the W^ffl] generators by explicitly 
working out the centralizer of the screening operators in the case of g = s^. 
We also formulate an algorithm to obtain generators of W^tfe] by 'pasting' 
of the various 5I2 directions, and further elucidate the connection of those 
results to the representation theory of quantum affine algebras. In Section 4 
we prove a formula for the Kac determinant of W^ffl] and in Section 5 we 
discuss the center of Wqjla] for t2 a primitive k-th root of unity.   In an 

^or a review of W-algebras Wfo] see, e.g., [1] and the references therein. 
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appendix we illustrate several of the issues raised above in the case of the 
deformed algebras Wg,t[fl] where g is a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra 
of rank 2. In particular, we give explicit formulae for all the generators Ti(z) 
and their commutation relations. 

2    Deformed W-Algebras 

In this section we review the construction of the deformed algebra VV^ffl], 
where g is an arbitrary simple Lie algebra of rank £, and q,t £ C are defor- 
mation parameters. The first part of this section closely follows [16], which 
the reader should consult for further details. 

Definition 2.1 ([16]). The deformed Heisenberg algebra T-Lgjle] is the as- 
sociative algebra with the (root type) generators ai[n], i = 1,... ,<£, n G Z, 
satisfying the relations 

fclroWn]]  =   ^(qm - <rm)(r -rm)Sy(gm,tm)*m+n>o , (2.1) 

where B(q,t) = D(q,t)C(q,t) and2 

Cyfat)   =   (q^t-' + q-^Sij-ilij}^ (2.2) 

DijM  =  N^ij, (2.3) 

are, respectively, deformations of the Cartan matrix C = (Cy) and the 
diagonal matrix D = diag(ri,... , rn) of g. 

We recall that lij — 28ij - C^ is the incidence matrix of 5, while the 
relatively prime integers ri are given in terms of lengths of canonically nor- 
malized simple roots by r* = rv(az-,ai)/2, where rv is the dual tier number 
of g, i.e., the maximal number of edges connecting two vertices of the Dynkin 
diagram. In particular, when g is simply laced, we have rv = 1, r* = 1, and 

Bifat)   =  Cyfat)   =   (qr1 + q-H^ij - lij . (2.4) 

The set of fundamental weight type generators, yj[n], ?: = 1,... , £, n G Z, 
is defined by 

Oi[m]  =   ^Cii(g
m,im)yi[m]. (2.5) 

2We use the standard ^-notation, [n]q — (qn — q n)/(q — q  1). 
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They satisfy 

HrnUjM  =  -(grim-<rrim)(*m-*-m)fy<W»,o. (2-6) 
III 

and 

[viH,vM] = ^(gm-9-m)(tm-t-m)M^(^?^)Wn,o,      (2.7) 

where M(q,t)  = D(q,t)C(q,t)~l.    An explicit formula for the matrices 
M(g, t) for Lie algebras of classical type can be found in Appendix C of [16]. 

In the following we will use the generating series 

A^z)   =  t2^^q-2rV{p>ai)+2am :exp ( ^ ai[m]z-m ) :, (2.8) 

and 

Yiiz)  = ^vOq-^lP^+ivm :exp ( ^ yi[m]^-m ) :, (2.9) 

where c^ are the fundamental weights and p is the Weyl vector of g, i.e., 
(u^aj) = ^ and (p,aV) = 1. 

A Fock module, F(/i), of Hqit[s]^ where A*is a weight of fl, is freely gener- 
ated by aj[ra], m < 0, from the vacuum state |/i), which satisfies ai[0]|/i) = 
(/x, ai)|/x) and ai[m]|/x> = 0, m > 0. It decomposes as FQx) = Un>o ^(/^(n) 
under the action of, rf, the derivation of ^^[fl] defined by 

[rf, ai[m]]  =   - mai[m],    m G Z . (2.10) 

There are two canonical bases of i?(/i)(n) consisting of vectors 

o[-A]|//)   = o1hA[1)],v.o1[-AS1
1)]...o^[-A^ (2.11) 

where Oi[m} = a;[ra] and Oi[m] = yi[m], respectively, and A h n runs over all 
multi-partitions of n, i.e. A - (A^),... , A^) with |A| = J2i \x(i)\ = n- 

The formal power series generated by terms of the form 

i^Yi^zq^t^Y1 ... d^Y^zq^Y1:, 

where e* = ±1, n* > 0 and (ai,6j) € L C Z x Z, together with the Fock 
module F(0), form a deformed chiral algebra in the sense of [19]. It will be 
denoted by H^fg]. 
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To construct maps between Fock modules we extend Tigris] to 'H^Js] 
by introducing operators Qi, i = 1,... ,£, such that e(^i are shift operators 
satisfying 

[ailm^e^]  -  By/Wm,oe0i , (2.12) 

or, equivalently, 

[W[m],e^]  = riPSijSmfle* , (2.13) 

where /? is given by t = qP and B^ = 5^(1,1). Now, the screening currents, 
S^z), are defined as the generating series 

S+(z)   =  c-a/^-'+M :exp ( J] flt+[m]^m j :, (2.14) 

Sr(z)   =  eWz'iW :exp     - ^ sr[m]z-m    :, (2.15) 

where 

a+H  = ^H m_,0 a+[0]  =  fliM (2.16) 

si N  =   frn _ tLm .    "» ^ 0,        Si [0]  =  — . (2.17) 

The screening operators Sf : F(0) -> F(-pc%) and 5~ : F(0) -»• i;,(r-vQ!i) 
are defined by Sf = 5f [1], where Sf («) = Em€z^H«-m. 

Definition 2.2 ([16]). The deformed W-algebra VV^fg] is the associative 
algebra, topologically generated by the Fourier coefficients of the maximal 
deformed chiral subalgebra of H^fl], which commutes with the screening 
operators Sf, i = 1,... , £. 

An explicit construction of the generators of W9>t[fl] has been carried 
out completely in the case g — SIN [12,13] and, partially, when g is a Lie 
algebra of classical type [16], where, in particular, the generator Ti(z) was 
constructed for all classical Lie algebras g. Additional results are known 
for the classical limit t -> 1, i.e. for the Poisson algebra W^ifg] (see, in 
particular, [2,16,18]). In Appendix A we give a complete result when g is 
one of the rank 2 simple Lie algebras. 

To elucidate the structure of those generators, let us first consider the 
case g = SIN> 
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Theorem 2.3 ([3,12,13,16]).  The algebra Wg^slw] is generated by the 
Fourier modes of fields 

Tfr)   = J2 :Ail(zP-
i+1)Aia(fp-*+8)...Ail(*p«-1):> 

l<ji<...<ji<iV 

t = l,... ,iV-l,    (2.18) 

where Ai(z) are defined recursively by 

Ai(*)  = Y1(z), 

Ai(z)  =   :Ai-1(z)Ai-1(zp-i+1)-1--,        i = 2,...,N, 
(2.19) 

and p — qt 1.  The Ai(z) satisfy 

:Al(z)A2(zp2)...AN(zp2(N-V):   =  1. (2.20) 

In the remaining cases the structure of the generators of W9,t[fl] can 
be motivated by the explicit examples, various limiting cases (such as the 
conformal limit q —> 1, (3 = const) in which the algebra is known, and, most 
interestingly, a natural interpretation of formulae like (2.18) as characters of 
finite dimensional irreducible representations of the quantum affine algebra 
Uqis), where g is the affine Lie algebra corresponding to g. A conjecture was 
first formulated in [16]; in order to prove the main results of this paper we 
will need a slightly sharper version of that conjecture. Henceforth, we will 
assume that the following holds: 

Assumption 2.4. The algebra Wqtt[g] is generated by the Fourier modes 
Tilm] of the fields T^z) = £mGZTiM*~m> t = 1,... ,*, 

mult A 
T*(*)   =        E       E   c^\q,t)Y^\z), (2.21) 

xeP(v{LJi)) kx=i 

where A runs over the weights P(V(ui)) of the finite dimensional irreducible 

representation V(uJi) of Uq(g) with highest weight UJI, and each Y^1^ {z), 
with A = LOi — £cti-, is of the form 

YZM{z)   =    ■.Yi{z)Ail{zqaH^)-l...Aik{zqaHh'')-1:, (2.22) 

for some choice of integers a^bi E Z. Furthermore, we assume that (2.21) 
is obtained by the algorithm of pasting SI2 directions (see Section 3). In 
particular, Ti{z) is uniquely determined by its highest weight component 
Y£*(z) = Yi(z).  We normalize Ti(z) by choosing c^j(g,t) = 1. 
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Remark. For V(wi) the set of weights is the same as for the irreducible 5 
module of highest weight wi. However, in general, this set is bigger, except 
for six (see, e.g., [20] for background material on quantum affine algebras). 

Again, we emphasize that Assumption 2.4 holds in all known cases in- 
cluding, in particular, g = slpj [12,13,16] and all rank 2 simple Lie algebras 
0 (Appendix A). In Section 3 we will generalize it to arbitrary finite dimen- 
sional irreducible UQ(g) modules V. 

Theorem 2.5.   The coefficients c^'\     (q,t) defined by (2.21) satisfy 

c^VS*-1)- = c^\q,t), (2.23) 

and 

mult A mult A 

kx=l kx=l 

In particular, if mult A = 1, then the coefficients c^{q^t) are invariant with 
respect to the action of the Weyl group W of Q. In addition, for simply-laced 
Q, we have 

c^\t,q)  =  c^W)- (2-25) 

Since the proof requires a more detailed analysis of the structure oiTi{z), 
we defer it to Section 3. 

Note that the matrices Cij(q,t), Bij(q,t) and Mij(q,t) are all invariant 
under (q,t) -> (q~1^t~1). This implies that Hqjid] — ^-^t-^fl]- ^n fac^5 
let us combine this transformation with a Z2-automorphism of figjis] and 
define 

m = q-1,   m = t-\ 
#(qai[0])  = q-ai[0],        0{<H[m])  =   -ai[m],    m^O, 

then 

ti(Mz))=Ai(zr
1,        #(¥&))  = Ytiz)-1, (2.27) 

while the screening currents (2.14) and (2.15) are invariant under T? provided 
we define 

#(Qi) = Qi. (2.28) 

The invariance of the screening operators implies that W^ttfl] is invariant 
under #. Indeed, in Section 3 we prove 
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Theorem 2.6 ([16]).   Under the transformation •&, 

.m(z))  = ri.(V
VhV<-h), (2-29) 

where Ti*(z) is the generator corresponding to the weight to* .= — WQUJI, con- 
jugate to LJi. 

The fields Ti(z) satisfy the exchange relations [12,16] 

TitfTjiw)  = SnnfyTjWTiiz), (2.30) 

where Sr^-fa)  = /y(a;)-1/ij(l/«) and fij(x) is defined by 

YiWYjiw)  = fyfy-1-.YiWYjiw): . (2.31) 

A straightforward calculation using (2.7) yields 

fijix)   =   exp f - Y, (9m - ■?"ro)(*ro - t-nMijiq™, tm)—) .      (2.32) 
\      m>0 / 

Finally, the products of operators in (2.32) are understood in the sense of 
analytic continuation. Using standard techniques one can derive from (2.32) 
the corresponding commutation relations for the modes Ti[m] (see [12,13] 
for the case of SIN and Appendix A for the rank 2 simple Lie algebras). 

The Verma module, M(/i), of Wg,t[0] is defined as usual [12,13]. It is 
generated from the highest weight state, |/i), satisfying Tj[0]|/i) = hi\h) and 
T;[m]|/i) = 0, m > 0, and decomposes under the action of d as M(h) = 
]Jn>0M(/i)(n). A basis of M(h)^ consists of vectors 

T[-A]|A*>  EE Til-A^] • • • TiI-AW]... Te[-X?)... Te[-\^),      (2.33) 

indexed by multi-partitions A. 
The realization of Ti(z) in terms of yi(z) defines a homomorphism i : 

M(/i(/i)) -> F(IJ,), uniquely determined by i(\h(fjL))) = |/i). The highest 
weight, /i(/i), of the Verma module can be found by evaluating Tj[0] on the 
highest weight vector of ^(/i), Ti[0]|/i) = /ij(/i)|/z). As a consequence of 
Assumption 2.4 we have 

Corollary 2.7.  The eigenvalues /ij(//) are given by 

/ mult A \ 

fcfcO  =        E       (   E   c^'^^tjjg-^^^^g2^),   (2.34) 

where the sum runs over the weights of the irreducible module V(LUi) ofUq(g). 
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It follows from Theorem 2.5 that the hi(ij) are invariant under 

li -> w*// = w(ii-rvp + Ppw) + (ryp-(3pv), (2.35) 

for each w in the Weyl group W of JJ. In fact, 

Lemma 2.8. For generic q,t G C, we have hi(fj,) = /^(/Z) for all i = 
1,... , £, if and only if there exists a w G W such that p! = w * p,. 

For future use, also note that 

hi(fl)   =  M/i), (2-36) 

where 

ji =   -p + 2rvp-2{3pv. (2.37) 

3    Explicit Generators of W9,t[fl] 

In this section we outline an algorithm to explicitly compute elements in 
the commutant of the screening operators 5^, i.e., generators of W^ffl]. 
First we analyze the case g — $12 in detail and then indicate how to obtain 
the result for arbitrary g by pasting together the various sfe directions. In 
Appendix A we illustrate this procedure in the case of the fundamental 
generators of Vt^ffl], for all rank 2 simple Lie algebras g. The main ideas of 
this section, as well as some of the explicit formulae, are already contained 
in [16,19] - our main motivation is to make these ideas more explicit in order 
to provide further support for Assumption 2.4, and to prove Theorems 2.5 
and 2.6 which will play a crucial role in our analysis of the Kac determinant 

for WM- 
From the commutation relations (2.6) and (2.13) it follows3 

/   1 — £—    \ 
YiWSfM  = t-^j-pfsj lYMS+iw):, 

/I - a~ri2£\ 
y^WfiTH = Q2ri { 1 \{£ ) ■■Yi{z)st{w):, 

St{w)Yi{z)  =   (llllky.YiWStW:, 

Sr(w)Yi(z)  =   (i~'Cr?M)-.Yi(z)Sr(u>):, 

(3.1) 

3The normal ordering includes the prescription to put the yi[0] to the right of the Qj. 
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while, for ij^ j, 

YiWSfiw)  =   -.YiWSfiw):, 

Sf(w)Yi(z)   =   lYiWSfiw): . 

Furthermore, we have the difference relations [16] 

S7(Z)  = q^H-l-.Mzt-^S-izr2): . 

(3.2) 

(3-3) 

Our aim is to find certain combinations of vertex operators such that, by us- 
ing the difference relations (3.3), the commutator with the screening currents 
S^(w) and S^(w) can be written as total q2ri- and £2-differences, respec- 
tively. We recall the definition of a total a-difference X>a, 

2V/M  = L     \     • (3.4) w{l — a) 

This then obviously implies that those combinations are in the commutant 
of Sf = Sf[l]. 

Now consider 0 = 512, and a vertex operator of the form (we write Y(z) = 
Yi(z) and A(z) = Ai(z) in the case of 5I2) 

*(z)   =   :Y(z1)...Y(zm): . (3.5) 

For our purposes it will be sufficient to consider the case 

Zi  = zq2ait2bi,        i = l,... ,m, (3.6) 

for some (a,b) = ((ai,6i),... ,(am,6m)) G Mm x Mm. For convenience we 
define 

&   =   A/^ =  qai-ajtb^   =  £]?. (3.7) 
V Z3 

We first consider the case when the z^ are in generic position, i.e., ^ ^ ^ztz 

for all pairs (z, j), and take the non-generic limit of the resulting expressions 
at a later stage. Let us introduce 

Y(+)(*)   =  y^), y(-)(z)   =    :Y(z)A{zq-lt)-1:    =  Y{zq-2t2)-1, 
(3.8) 

and consider the 2m vertex operators 

*(ei..*.)W   =    ■.Y^(z1)...Y^Xzm):, (3.9) 
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in particular Sb(z) = #(++...+)Cz)- A tedious, but straightforward, calcula- 
tion yields 

l*(e,.,m)(z),S-(w)]   =   q
m+-m-{q-q-1) 

where 

and 

with 

M±  = {ile^i},        m±  =  |M±|, (3.11) 

^2 

^•""(g,*)  = rfWKlMii), (3-13) 

r?{-+)(9,i;e)  = 

rf—XqAO  =       ,     e-i 

-1   _ 
1r1 

qt- 
1e- ■ q-1*-1 

f 

qt- 

(3.14) 

e-e- 
The coefficients r/(£'e) (g, t; ^) have the following easily verifiable properties 

v^'Hq^r1) = v{e*Hq,t;S), 
ri^'Hq-Kt-1^)  = TiM(q,t;0, (3.15) 

v^HqMqt-1)^) = v^HqAtr1, 
where e = ^F for e = ±. 

Theorem 3.1. For parameters Zi = zq2ait2bi, (a, b) = ((ai,6i),... , 
((flmj&m)) € Mm x Rm, in generic position (i.e., ^ 0 gz^zJ; t/ie vertex 
operators 

T(a>b)(z)  =' ^ T^..^)^*)^!...*™)^). (3-16) 
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where 

7(tl...,„,h,*) - n f&S •       (»7) 

are in the commutant of 5:t.   The coefficients 7(Cl...Cm)(9}i) satisfy the fol- 
lowing properties 

7(ei...em)(?,l)  =  1, (3-18) 

7(ei...em)(?"1,*"1)  = 7(ei...em)(?,*), (3.19) 

7(ei...em)M)   = 7(«1...era)(?,<)» (3-20) 

E    7(ei..,m)(9^)  =       £      7(ei...em) (<?,*)• (3-21) 
|M_J=n |M_|=7n —n 

<?(T(a,b)(«))   = T(_ai_b)(zg2t-2). (3.22) 

Proof. Consider the expression (3.16), where we normalize 7(_{__4.) = 1. Us- 
ing (3.3) it is clear that the £(:E;g)-term in 

[*(ei...ei_1+6i+1...em)W^"M] 

is going to combine with the £(#z-g£~2)-term in 

[*(e1...6i.1-ei+1...cm)W^-(ti;)] 

into a total ^-difference, i.e., that we have 

[T^h){z),S-{w)] = Vt2.R(z,w), (3-23) 

for some R{z,w), provided we can choose the 7(e1...cm)(9?*) m (3.16) such 
that 

TT / p 

(9.*)  =   11       (')■     .      7(£1...et_1+£m...,m)(?,i)) 

(3.24) 
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for all choices of i and €j ,j ^ i. The solution of (3.24) is given by (3.17).4 

The analysis for the other screening current S+(w) proceeds similarly. The 
properties (3.18) - (3.20) trivially follow from (3.14) and (3.15). To prove 
(3.21), consider both sides as a (bounded) meromorphic function of one 
variable, say zi. Such a function is uniquely determined by the residues at 
its poles and its value at infinity. Using the third relation in (3.15) it is easy 
to check that the residues of both sides indeed agree. Finally, (3.22) follows 
straightforwardly from (3.19). □ 

For parameters Zi in non-generic position, some of the coefficients 
7(€i...em)((7>*) m (3-17) may be vanishing or singular. Four different situ- 
ations might occur: 

(i) There exists a pair (i,j) such that ^ = q. In this case rj^     (?,<) = 0 
such that 

7(ei...e,-_i-e»+i...ej_i+e7-+i...em)    =   ^' 

and the number of terms in (3.16) is effectively reduced by 1/4. 

(ii) There exists a pair (i^j) such that ^ = t. This case is similar to case 
(i) due to the symmetry (g, t) -> (£, q). 

(iii) There exists a pair (i,j) such that fy = 1. In this case 77^     (g,t) and 

both 

7(€i...€i_i—€j+i...€j_i+€i7- + i...€m) 

^ji" (9?*)? and thus both 

and 

7(ei...et_i+ei+i...€7-_i—e7-+i...€m) 

are singular. However, the residue at this singularity vanishes, so the 
expression (3.16) makes perfect sense provided we interpret the right 
hand side as the limit of the generic expression in which we let f ^ -> 1. 
Note that, by doing so, the ^(ei...€m)(z) terms are no longer of the form 
(3.9), but contain derivative terms. 

(iv) There exists a pair (i,j) such that ^ij = qt~l. In this case 7^~  '(#, t) = 
0 and the coefficient 

7(ei...£j_i—e»+l...€j_i+€j + i...€m) 

becomes singular. This is a. genuine singularity. By renormalizing the 
expression for T(a>b)(^) we obtain an element in the commutant of S^ 

4Note that it is a non-trivial fact that the system (3.24) has a solution at all. Indeed, we 
have m2m~1 equations for 2m — 1 unknowns. The dependence of the equations is however 
guaranteed by (3.15). 
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with terms which are precisely the complement of the terms remaining 
in case (i). Note that, in this case, :Y^(zi)Y^(zj) := 1. Thus, the 
generator obtained this way corresponds effectively to an expression 
(3.16) with m —> m — 2. 

Of course, various combinations of the above cases can occur simultane- 
ously. A particularly important example is when the Zi line up in a single 
g-string, i.e., 

^   =   ^2a+2(z-l)t26 ^ f = 1, . . . , m, (3.25) 

for some a, b G M. One easily verifies that the only nonvanishing coefficients 

TCei.-CnOfo*) in (3-16) are 

Tm.nfa,*)   =   1 (-...- + ...+) («'*)' (3-26) 

and, therefore, the corresponding element T(ajb)(^) = 71m(^) in the commu- 
tant has m + 1 terms. Explicitly, 7m,o(951) = 1 and, for n = 1,... , m, 

A(g*r1-g^)(g^+1-g-(^+1)) 

From Theorem 3.1 it follows that the coefficients 7m,7i(g5 *) have the following 
properties 

7m,n(g,l)   =  1, 

Tmjn (^j 9j   —   7m,n(9?^j 5 

7m,m—nV^j^J   ::::::   Tm,nwj*J? 

which can easily be verified explicitly from (3.27). 
The foregoing construction of the operators T(ajb) (2) is intimately related 

to the structure of the representation ring of the quantum affine algebra 
Uqfek). Before formulating a more precise conjecture, let us discuss the 
extension of the above results to arbitrary simple g. Suppose we start with 
the operator 

£     mi 

y(a>b)(*)   =    :nn  ^j?)1. (3-29) 

where 

i=l 3i=l 

M   -   ^InaW .2b{i) 

zw   =zq*riaytai   , (3.30) 
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with (a, b) = ((ai\b\ ),... , (flmijfemi))? and try to complete it to an op- 
erator in the commutant of all 5^, i.e., an element of W^ttfl]. In each sfe 
direction i, we may apply the results of Theorem 3.1, with the replacement 
q —> qri, and the final result is obtained by pasting together all the 5I2 di- 
rections. Clearly, for this algorithm to work, certain consistency conditions 
at the intersections of the various SI2 directions must be satisfied. To il- 
lustrate the general procedure we have summarized the construction of the 
generators of Wg,$[fl] for the rank 2 simple Lie algebras g in Appendix A. 

Note that the above algorithm bears close resemblance to the construc- 
tion of the irreducible finite dimensional representation L(A) of 0 of highest 
weight A = YLi'mi(jL}i' I11 fact> the construction would be exactly identical 
if, at all 512 highest weights in direction i, the operators Yi(z) would line up 
in qri-strings. This is not the case in general, though, as the completion of 
^(a,b) (z) to an element in the commutant of S^- in general has more terms 
than the dimension of L(A). In fact, the conjecture (cf. [16]) is that the num- 
ber of terms and their weights are the same as the dimension and the weights 
of an irreducible finite dimensional representation V of the quantum affine 
algebra Uq($), which decomposes under Uq{Q) as V = L(A) © ..., where 
the dots stands for 'smaller' representations. An example of this, which is 
worked out in detail in Appendix A.3, is the generator corresponding to the 
14 of Uq(G2), to which an additional singlet term has to be added, in ac- 
cordance with the minimal affinization of the 14. This conjecture has been 
verified in all cases where the generators Ty(z) are explicitly known. Ob- 
viously, when V is one of the fundamental representations it coincides with 
Assumption 2.4. 

The main point here is that the algorithm should hold for other than the 
fundamental representations as well [16,21,22]. This leads to a generalization 
of Assumption 2.4, which will be formulated after we recall some basic facts 
from the representation theory of quantum affine algebras (see, e.g., [20] and 
references therein). 

Let Rep (Uq(g)) denote the ring of finite dimensional representations of 
Uq(g). It is well-known that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the 
irreducibles V G Rep ([/^(g)) and monic polynomials Piy(u), i = 1,... ,1 

[23]. Let {UJ.' I ji = 1,... , mi} be the roots of Piy(u). 

Conjecture 3.2. Let V G Rep (Uq(g)) be irreducible. We have a map V i-> 
Tv(z) G Wq,t[B] given by5 

mult A 

Tv(z)  =     E     E   <${kx)MY?lkxHz), (3.31) 
\€P(V)  kx=l 

Of course, this map is not unique, e.g., it can be twisted by an automorphism of Uq(§). 
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where X runs over the weights P(V) ofV, and is uniquely determined by the 
above s^-pasting algorithm from the highest weight component 

£    , mi v 

Yv(z)   =  Y^z)   =    111(11   ^Mf)    - (3-32) 

with highest weight A = ]r\ miLJi. 

Remark. In most cases the Y^ (z), with A = A — ^ • a^., will be of the 
form 

^vW^^1*61)"1---^^**6*)"1: • (3-33) 

However, it can happen that in some 5I2 direction there exists a pair of 
arguments (z,w) such that w/z = 1 (case (iii) above), in which case there 
will be derivative terms. This, for example, happens in the case of the 
W^fGy generator with highest weight component Yi(zq~1)Yi{zq)1 i.e., the 
minimal Uq(G2) affinization of the Uq(G2) irrep. L(2UJI) = 27 which is a 
27 0 7. 

Remark. It is known that there is a map V H->- tv{z) = Ylmez tv['^ri]z~m from 
Rep (Uq(g)) to generating series of central elements in Uq(Q)k=-iiy [24,25], 
which at q = 1 reduces to the character of V. These g-characters satisfy the 
following natural properties 

(I) tvew(z) = Mz) + tw(z), for all V, W e Rep {Uq(g)), 

(II) tVQW(z) = tv{z)tw{z), for all V, W G Rep (^(?)), 

(III) tv(a)(*) = tv(^a), for all V, W G Rep (E/g(fl)), a E C*, and where F(a) 
is the image of V under the twist automorphism. 

Moreover, it has been shown, at least for g = sljy [2], that the evaluation 
of the image of tv(z) under the free field realization Uq(§) —> Hg}i(fl) coin- 
cides with the Bethe Ansatz formula for the eigenvalues of the transfer ma- 
trix corresponding to the finite dimensional representation V £ Rep (Uq(g)). 
Conjecture 3.2, which is a slight extension of the conjectures in [16,21], is a t- 
deformation of this classical result in the sense that to each V G Rep {Uq(g)) 
one can associate a field Tv(z) in W^ttfl] such that Tv(z) -> ty(z) for t -> 1. 

Comparing our explicit calculations in the case of 5I2 above with the 
representation theory of Uqfelz) [26] shows that Conjecture 3.2 holds for sfe. 
The 5I2 results indicate that the tensor product structure of Rep (C/g(fl)) is 
also reflected in W9jt[fl] through a quantization of property (II) above (prop- 
erties (I) and (III) continue to hold for the quantization Tv{z)). Specifically, 
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since W^ffl] has been defined as a deformed chiral algebra, by the very ax- 
ioms of this algebra [19] the residues at the poles of the (meromorphically 
continued) composition of two generators are again elements of >V9,t[fl]. We 
expect that the composition Tv(z)Tw(w), V, W 6 Rep (Uq(g)), in particular 
contains poles corresponding to all subquotients of V 0 W. More precisely6 

Conjecture 3.3. Let V, W e Rep(Uq(g)) andTv(z) andTw{z) be the cor- 
responding elements o/W9)t[fl]- For each subquotient U ofV®W there exists 
a meromorphic function r)u®w(x) and a choice of a,b,af,bf E Z such that 

Tu^'tO')  =      lim     4w(-)Tv(z)Tw(w). (3.34) 
■w->zqatb Z 

For sla the validity of this conjecture, which is also implicit in [19], follows 
from the observation that (cf. [10], (2.37)-(2.40)) 

/(^)yW(,1)y(-)(,2) = 4^^ :yW(^i)y<->(^):, 

(++) '        ' 

and comparison to the explicit tensor product structure of Uq($l2) [26]. In 
Appendix A we will see examples for the simple Lie algebras g of rank 2. 

Remark. For V and W in generic position the Uq(g) module V ® W will be 
irreducible. In that case we can simply take a = b — 0, £ = 1 and 

^vlW^)   =  fvw(x), (3.36) 

where /yiy(^) is determined by 

yv(*)lVM   =  fvw(-)-1:Yv(z)Yw(w): . (3.37) 
z 

For V (g) W reducible, and (7 C V ® W the subquotient with highest weight 
given by the highest weight of V 0 W, the choice (3.36) suffices as well. The 
other subquotients can be projected out by using the singularity structure 
of (r^-  ^)~1 in the case of gt~1-strings (see case (iv) in the sfe case). 

The structure of the commutant for 5I2 suggests (see, in particular, (3.9)) 
the definition of a 'deformed Weyl group action' as follows. Define, for each 
i = 1, ...,£, a transformation Ti : ^9,t[fl] -> T~t.q,tM by 

Ti yj[m]  =  yj[m] - Sijp? ai[m}, (3.38) 

sSee, also [22]. 
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or, equivalently, 

Tiajlm]  = aj[m]-Cij(qm,tm)pYlai[m}, (3.39) 

where pi = qrit~l. Let us denote by Tqj[g] the algebra generated by the T*, 
i = 1,... , £. It is easy to check that Tqit[Q] acts by automorphisms ofHqjlg]. 
The Ti's satisfy various relations, the simplest of which are 

CzwXT.+p-2") = o, (3.40) 

or, equivalently, 

ar1 =i^ri + (i-^), (3.41) 

where d is defined in (2.10). In addition, 

TiTj  = TjTi,        if   CijCji = 0, 

TiTjTi  = TjTiTj ,        if    CijCji  =  1. 
(3.42) 

Note that, for 5I2? we have 

*(_..._)(*)  = Ttt(+...+)(z). (3.43) 

Thus, the algebra Tg^ffl] can be used to construct cWeyl orbits' of terms in 
the expressions for the commutant. 

In particular, let WQ = r^ ... rin, (n = |A+|), be a reduced expression for 
the longest Weyl group element WQ. Define 

J-WQ   —  -Lh • - --Lin •> \y'^*) 

then, as one can verify on a case by case basis,7 

TMz)  = Yi.izq-^t*)-1. (3.45) 

Finally, let us return to the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 in Sec- 
tion 2. Under Assumption 2.4, Theorem 2.5 follows immediately from (3.18) 
- (3.21), while Theorem 2.6 follows from (3.45) by using, in particular, the 
assumption that Ti(z) is uniquely determined by its highest component. 
Moreover, both theorems generalize to W^tlfl] elements with more general 
highest weight component (3.29). The generalization of Theorem 2.5 is self- 
evident, while the generalization of Theorem 2.6 is (cf. (3.22) for g = 5(2) 

tfCW*))  = T(_a.>_b.)(*7rVhVh), (3.46) 

where 

(aflbf)  ^  (af>,&f>). (3.47) 
7Albeit not completely obvious, the result is independent of the choice of reduced 

expression for WQ. 
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4    Involutions, Contravariant Forms and the Kac 
Determinant 

The algebra Wg t[fl] has a natural two-parameter family of anti-involutions 
^a b, aib G C, defined by 

(4.1) 
w«,6(ai[0])  =   - Oi[0] + 2rv(p, ai) - 2(3{pv, on) 

Wa,6(a<[m])  =   -(qatb)mai[-m],        m#0, 

and 

W«,6(Qi)   ='  ft , (4-2) 

or, equivalently, 

^(AiW)  = M—r1,       »ajk{Yi(z)) = YtA-1. (4.3) 
na-f-b nafb 
7—)-1, ^(y.W) = YiC- 

Z Z 

Also 

1 ^.aa*6 

'a^Sf (Z))    =    4S?(V)*- ^ a; 

In particular, the screening operators Sf1 are invariant under a;a^, up to a 
multiplicative factor, and therefore ujaj is well-defined on W^tfl]- 

Lemma 4.1. The action of uja^ on the generators Ti(z) ofWqit[Q] is given 
by 

a+rvhv
fb-h 

UaM*))    -   Ti-(- ^ )' (4-5) 

Proof. Note that the action of ua^ on Ti{z) in (2.21) is obtained by compos- 
ing the transformation 79 of (2.26) with the transformation z -> qatb/z. The 
lemma follows by using Theorem 2.6 and then applying the transformation 
z -> qatb/z. O 

In the following we will set a = -rvhv and b = h, and denote the 
corresponding anti-involution by u.   Obviously, we then have u)(Ti(z)) = 
T^(l/z). 

The anti-involution w induces a unique contravariant bilinear form 

H-)F 
on Ffc) x F^ such that (^F = 1, where jS = -fi + 2rvp - 2/3pv 

(cf. (2.37)). We will denote by #AA/ = (^^(yt-A])?/^^]^)^ the matrix 
elements of this form in the basis (2.11). Similarly, u induces a unique 
contravariant bilinear form (-|-) on M(h) x M(h) with matrix elements 
Gxxr = (/i|a;(r[-A])r[-A/]|/i). Clearly, both gXX' and GAA/ vanish unless 
|A| = {X'l The map i : M(/i(/i)) -> -F(/i) is an isometry for generic values of 
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Lemma 4.2. Let g(n\q,t) = det(pAv)|A|=|A/|=n be the determinant at level 
n.  Then 

( \ Pi{n-rs) 

(<7rVh V h)fr ^det M(qr, f)j (qr - cT) V - t^Y ) 
rs<n 

(4.6) 

where pe(m) is the number of multi-partitions of m and Cn is a constant 
independent of q and t. 

We give an explicit formula for detC(g, t) and det.D(g, t) for all simple 
Lie algebras g, from which detM(g, t) follows. 

At. det C = {pi+l -p-^/ip-p-1) 

Bt. det C = q2e-lt-t + q-V+W, det D = (q + q"1)1"1 

Ci. det C = (f+H-1 + g"^1^, det D = q + q-1 

Dt. det C = (p + p-1)(^-1 +p"m) 

E6. det C-p6+p4-l+p-4+p-6 

£?7. det C = p7 + p5 - p - p-1 + p~5 + p~7 

Es. det C = p8+p6-p2-p-2+p-6+p-8 

F4. det C = q6t-A - 1 + g-6t4, det D = (q + q'1)2 

G2- det C = qH'2 - 1 + q-H2, det D = q2 + 1 + q-2 

For g simply-laced the expressions above follow from the lemma below, 
the expressions for Bt and Ci were given in [16]. The remaining cases were 
computed by brute force. 

Lemma 4.3.  The eigenvalues Xi{q^t)  of Cij(q,t) for Q simply-laced are 
given by 

Ai(g,t)  =  (p + p-1) + 2coS(^i) , (4.7) 
h 

where p = qb~l, and e*, i = 1,... ,£, are the exponents of Q. 
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Let a e A, fj, e f)*, and r, 5 E N. Define 

G^r,s\qt-q^)  =  g-rV(^a)+|rV5(Q!'Q)^(/9V'Q:)-rg(^'Q:) _ 

^rv(p,a)-|rv5(a,Q)^-(pv,a)+r^-(/x,a) ^      ^ ^ 

then, under the action of W (see (2.35)), we have 

Gfr'HqAq™*)   =  G™a(q,t;<f) (4.9) 

In addition, 

GtHq^Q11)  = G^iq^qn, (4.10) 

where 

jS  =   - /i + 2rvp - 2^pv . (4.11) 

We define the matrix of i in the standard bases (2.33) and (2.11) by 

!(T[-A]|%)))   =   En^fe^^^yhAH/i), (4.12) 
A' 

and denote by n(n)(g,t;gM) = det(nAv)|A|=|A/|=n the determinant of this 
matrix at level n. 

Theorem 4.4.  Given Assumption 24, the Kac determinant of W9jt[fl] a^ 
level n is given by 

G^{q,t;q»)   =  U^Hq,t;^) 9^(q,t) U^q,^), (4.13) 

where 

r,s>l   \ a£A+ / 

(4.14) 

and g(n\q,t) is given in (4.6).  That is, using (4.10), 

r,S>l   V^QGA ^ 

.(detM(g
r,«r))(g'--g-r)i(<r-*-r)<) •    (4-15) 

pt{n-rs) 
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Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof in [10] for g = a^ to which 
we refer for more details. First we observe that the determinant G(n\q, t; q11) 
can be factorized as in (4.13) by using the norm preserving homomorphism 
% : M(h(n)) —► F(ii). The Fock space determinant g<<n\q,t) was computed in 
Lemma 4.2, so it remains to compute a sufficient number of vanishing lines 
of IlWfot;^) (note that Y^n\q,t]q^) is a Laurent polynomial in q*). The 
construction of a set of vanishing lines of n^71)^,*;^) proceeds as follows. 
For every weight /i of the form JJL = /3//+) — rynS* with /i(+) E P+ and 
^(-) ^ p+ an(j i = ij... ^j we can construct a Wg^fl] singular vector 
in F{p) (where jS is given by (4.11)) at level (//+) + pv,a;)(^(-) + p,aY).' 
Explicitly, this singular vector is the image of the highest weight vector 
\jl + rf3a() under the map 

/ 
H^iSiC*;))   :  Fifi + rPaV)  -+ F{p) , (4.16) 

where 

r =  (M(+) + pv,Q;i),        5 =  (liH+p.oV). (4.17) 

Note that, with the definition (4.17), 

(/i-rvp + /?pVi)  = r)8-irv5(<*t,ai). (4.18) 

For W9>t[s[jv] this construction was carried out in [13], where it was also 
shown that in this case the result could be expressed in terms of Macdonald 
polynomials. The construction for general g is a straightforward general- 
ization (cf. [1] in the conformal case). Due to the non-degenerate pairing 
between F(/i) and F{ji) (for generic values of (q^t'^q11)) there must exist a 
vector in the cokernel of the map i : M(/i(/i)) —>• F(IJL) at level rs, i.e., by 

using (4.18), we conclude that n(n)(g, t; q11) has vanishing lines Ga-S'(q, t; q^) 
for all z = 1,... , I, and rs > n. Using the Weyl group invariance (4.9), one 
then proves that Tl(n\q, t\q^) is given by (4.14) up to a Laurent polynomial 
Cn in 9, t and q11. To prove that Cn is actually a constant it suffices to com- 
pute the leading order term in 11^ (g,*;^) (the (partial) ordering is given 
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by q» y q»' iff M - pi e Z>0 . A+). We find (cf. [10] for more details) 

<■   / \ length(A(i') 

X\-n  i=l ^ ^ 

(\ pt(n-rs) 

 .       -„. . / r,s>i   aGA+ 
rs<n 

aeA+ 

where we have used 

n (Vvhvh)-* 
rs<.n 

TT     (q-rv(p,a)+±rvs(a,a)t{pv,a)-rq(n,a)\ 

(4.19) 

Pi(n—rs) 

i aGA-f 

and 

£h  =  2|A+|, £hw  =    ^ Ka)- (4-21) 
a€A+ 

This concludes the proof of the theorem. □ 

Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that the determinant of the matrix 

nJSfet;^)   =   (^VhVt-h)f ng^t;^), (4.22) 

satisfies (cf. (3.19) in [10]) 

irW^-1,*-1;^)   =  n'W^,*;^). (4.23) 

This can indeed be verified from the explicit expression (4.14) of this deter- 
minant. 

5    The Center of Wg,t[fl] at Roots of Unity 

In this section we consider the limit of W^g] when t2 is a primitive k- 
th root of unity, t2 —> v^I, and q2 is generic, i.e., we have t2k = 1 and 
t2-7 ^ 1 for all j = 1,,..., k - 1, while q2j ^ 1 for all j ^ 0. We will restrict 
our discussion mainly to the simplest case Q = sljsr- Note that, because of 
the duality VV^fl] — VVt,9[fl], which holds when g is simply laced, it does 
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not matter with respect to which deformation parameter the limit is taken. 
For g non-simply laced the situation is different as the deformation is not 
symmetric under the interchange of q and t. (In fact, the duality above 
is then replaced by a more complicated relation [16].) It follows from the 
definitions in Section 2 that the dependence of )%,t[0] on ^5 unlike that 
on g, is in some sense universal for all g. This allows an extension of the 
construction to the general case, which is then verified on examples for rank 
2 algebras using the explicit realizations from Appendix A. 

The definition of W9jj[g], in the limit t2 —> x/I, presents a subtlety in 
that the oscillators (2.17) and thus the screening currents (2.15) are not 
well defined in this limit. Note, however, that the divergent factor in the 
definition of the oscillators (2.17) cancels out in the commutators between 
the screening operators 5Z~ and the fields in H9jt[g]. Thus the problem of 
computing W9)t[fl] as a commutant defined through those equations is well 
posed, also in the limit, and will simply lead to an algebra W^fg] with 
generators Ti(z), as in Assumption 2.4, specialized from the generic case to 

It is an obvious observation that, as follows from (2.1) and (2.7), in the 
limit t2 ->yr (or q2 -±Yl) the algebra ?^9jt[fl] has a large center generated 
by the oscillators ai[m] (equivalently, j/ifra]), with m = Omodfc. In turn, 
this implies that there should be a corresponding center of W^fg] and our 
goal is to verify that by constructing this center explicitly in terms of the 
generators Ti(z). 

The existence of this center may also be inferred from the formula for 
the Kac determinant of Wgji[g] in (4.15). Namely, the determinant, G^n\ 
contains a factor Hr^ ~~ (fr)^r ~ t~r)i and thus vanishes for either t2 or 
q2 a root of unity and n sufficiently large. Thus, for those values of the 
deformation parameters, the Verma module should have additional singular 
vectors that are independent of the highest weight. Indeed, it follows from 
the nonvanishing of (4.14) for a generic q and /i, that the Verma module, 
M(/i(/i)), is isomorphic with the Fock module, F(/x). Obviously, the latter 
has infinitely many singular vectors corresponding to the center of T/^ttfl], 
which in turn give rise to singular vectors in the Verma module independent 
of the highest weight. 

To make this discussion more explicit let us now consider the case g = 
5IN- The generators of W^tfl] are given in Theorem 2.3. Note that if we 
recast (2.18) as in (2.21), all the coefficients c^*(g,£) are equal to one and 

Y?(z)  =   ■.All(zp-i+l)Al2(zp-i+3)...Ali(zpi-'):. (5.1) 

The (nondegenerate) weight A G P{V(oJi)) in (5.1) corresponds to the se- 
quence (Zi,... , /$), li < ... < li, such that A = J^ • e^. where e*, i = 1,... , JV, 
is an overcomplete basis in terms of which the simple roots of SIN are given as 
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a* = €i — ej+i. In particular, (1,2,... , i) is the sequence for c^, in accordance 
with 

Y%{z)  = Uz)  =   ■.A1(zp-i+1)A2(zp-i+3)...Ai(zpi-1): . (5.2) 

For A € P(V(u>i)) and A' € P(7(a;j)), define /^(x) by 

yf (z)l^ («,)   =  ^ A"1 : 1^ W^ M = • (5-3) 

Setting A = A' = WJ, we obtain /i*w.(x) = /«(a;), which is given in (2.32). 
Then an arbitrary /^(x) can be computed using [12]: 

A^A^w)  = aM»(-)/11(-)-1:A,(^)A/i(ii;):> (5.4) 

where 

rs(x)       for     l<r 
si^(x)  =   { 1 for     / = /' (5.5) 

^(xp2)    for     Z > /' 

and 

/ x (a - a  1rr)(t  1 — trr) , 
da?  =   /     -i \/i—r- 5-6 

(p — p    a?)(l —a;) 

For our purposes it will suffice to consider only weights in the same 
representation, i.e., we take A, A' G P(V(ui)) corresponding to sequences 
A = (Ji,... ,li) and \' = (l[,... , /?), respectively. 

An immediate consequence of (5.5) is that f\x(x) does not depend on a 
particular choice of the weight, 

/£(*)  =  /SUM  =  /MM- (5-7) 

For A ^ A', we can use (5.5) to compute the additional factor that arises 
from the points at which (/i,... , /;) and (lfv... , ^) are different. Hence we 
write 

fxx'W1 = sxx'(x)Mx)-1, (5.8) 

where 

i 

s\X'(x)   =  sj1...ji,j'1..j{(a;)  =   II8'-.''!-'^)' (5-9) 
o=l 
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and sia j> c {x) is the contribution due to the ordering of la with respect to 
Zi,... ,f We find (cf. [12]) 

«.*■■««- (s(Vm)  for   ^.^^^ (5'10) 

where the (in)equality is satisfied for some 1 <6<mor— a <m <i — a + 1. 

The center can be constructed in terms of the generators Ti(z) by gen- 
eralizing the corresponding result for 5I2 in [10]. 

Theorem 5.1. For t2 =^1 and q generic, define 

^k)(z)  = lim       (llf«(?-))T%(zl)...Ti(zk). (5.11) 

Then we have 

¥<*)(*)   =        ^       :Y^(zt2^-^)Yp(zt^k-2^...Yp(z): .       (5.12) 
A€P(V(w<)) 

and ^^ ^(2;) is a we// defined series of central elements of Wq^slN]- 

Proof. After expanding (5.11) using (2.18), (5.1) and (5.3) we obtain a sum 
of terms of the form 

{11 s^xA^)) ^^...Y^z,): . (5.13) 
Wn Zrn   J 

It follows from (5.6) that for a generic g, and thus p, none of the factors 
sXmXniznlzm) develop a pole in the limit znlzm -> t2(m~n). (Note that we 
have \m — n\ < k.) 

Consider the weights Xm = (Zm>i,... ,lmii) and Am+i = (Zm+i,i,... , 
Zm+iji)- Using (5.10) it is easy to see that sxrnxm+1(t~

2) has a vanishing 
factor of s(t~~2) unless Zm?a > Zm+i,a for all a = 1,... ,i. Next consider Ai 
and Afc. By the previous argument we may assume Ai)a > A2Ja ^ • • • > A^)a. 
Suppose Ai^ > A/.^. This results in a factor s(p2t2k~2), which vanishes 
for t2 = \/l. Thus we must have lij = Z2,i = ... = Z^^. Proceeding by 
induction we then find that the only nonvanishing terms in (5.13) arise for 
Ai = ... = Afc, which proves (5.12). 

It follows from the explicit expressions (2.8), (2.9) and (2.19), that for 
t2 = \/l all terms in the sum on the right hand side of (5.12) have an 
expansion in terms of the oscillators a^nfc], n E Z. Thus, at least formally, 
(5.12) is in the center of W^[fl]. □ 
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If one tries to expand the right hand side of (5.11) in terms of the modes 
Ti[n], the resulting series is divergent. It is however well defined when acting 
on the vacuum of a Verma module. We then obtain a series of singular 
vectors that are manifestly independent of the highest weight. We refer the 
reader to [10] for explicit formulae for the low lying singular vectors in the 
5I2 case. 

Here let us consider as an example the case of 5(3 with k = 2, i.e., t2 — —1. 
For a generic q and h we find the following pairs of singular vectors at levels 
2m, m > 1: 

*(
1
2)[-2m]|/»)  =   (j^ mx(l,t2)fn(Ri2)T1[-X1}T1[-X2] 

^Ah2m 

■ -2(-l) Vm[4m - 3]pT2[-2m]) \h), 

^2)[-2m]|/i)  =   (5];^(l,<2)/ii(i2i2)r2[-Ai]T2[-A2] 

• -2(-l)>-2m[4m - 3]pTi[-2m]V) > 

where the sum runs over partitions A = (Ai, A2), Ai > A2 > 0 of 2m, Ru is 
the raising operator acting by 

RnTiim^n]  = Ti[m - l]Ti[n +1], (5.15) 

and mA is the monomial symmetric function [27].  We can make these for- 
mulae even more explicit for m = 1 where we find 

<l>?[-2}\h)  =   -(T1[-l]T1[-l] + p-r1[-2]T1[0]-2p2r2[-2])|/l), 

V^l-m  =   -(T2[-l}T2[-l} + ~T2[-2}T2[0}-^T1[-2^\h). 

(5.16) 

The above discussion has a simple generalization to arbitrary VV^[g]. 

Conjecture 5.2. For t1 — \J\ and q generic, define ^\ '(z) as in (5.11). 
Then 

Mk)(z)   = 
mult A 

E        E   :^'0A)(^2*~^ (5-17) 
xePivitoi)) jx=i 

is a series of central elements in W^fg]. 
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The last assertion in the conjecture is obvious, provided we prove the 
expansion (5.17). We have verified Conjecture 5.2 in all cases where the 
generators Ti(z) are known explicitly. 

As remarked before, for simply laced g, the center for q2 a primitive fc-th 
root of unity (and t generic) follows from Conjecture 5.2 by using the duality 
invariance (g, t) —> (£, q). For non-simply laced, the situation q2 =^/l is more 
complicated. In particular, the generating series of central elements will in 
general not be homogeneous of fixed order in the generators Ti(z), due to a 
different rescaling q —> qri in the various 5I2 directions. We will leave this 
case for further investigation. 
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Appendix: Examples - the W9,t[fl] Algebras of 
Rank 2 

In this appendix we illustrate some of the ideas of the paper in the case of the 
deformed W-algebras W9jt[fl] corresponding to the rank 2 simple Lie algebras 
A2, B2 and G2. We provide explicit expressions for the generators and their 
relations and illuminate the connection to the representation theory of the 
quantum affine algebra Uq(g). 

To simplify the notation, let us define 

(a>u-' >Qr)   _   (fli -ail)...{ar - ajT1) .      . 
<6i,...,6a> (bi-b^l)...(bs-b71) ' [   ' ) 

Also, we recall that the function fx\t{x) ls defined by (cf. (5.3)) 

Y?(z)Y^(w)  = /&A"1 ■.Y^(z)Y^(w): . (A.2) 
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A.i  yvq,t[sh] 

The case g = A2 = sis has been discussed in detail in [12,13]. For complete- 
ness we give a brief review. 

We adopt the following conventions. In terms of an overcomplete basis 
of E2 given by vectors {€1,62,63}, satisfying 

€i • Cj    —    dij 1 
3 ' €1+62 + 63    =   0 , 

the simple roots and fundamental weights of ^[3 are written as 

ai   =  ei - 62 , 

wi   =  €1, 

«2   =   €2 - 63 , 

^2   =   Ci + 62   = ^3 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

We have (n,^) = (1,1), and rv = 1, h = hv = 3.   The weights of the 
irreducible 5[3 representations L(u>i)  = 3 and L(LJ2) = 3* are given by 
{€1,62,63} and {-61,-62,-63}, respectively. 

The deformed Cartan matrix is given by 

In particular, 

Cij(q,t)  = 

Alto   =    -.Y^zqt-^Y^zq-HWz)-1:. 
A^z)   =   lY^zr^izqt'^izq-H): 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

The generators of W^^fsls] follow by applying Theorem 3.1 in the various 
5I2 directions. One finds (see also (2.19)) 

xePivfa)) 
(A.7) 

where 

A.iz) = Y?(z) = 
A2(z) = Y£(z) = 
A3(z) = Yg{z) = 

Yi{z):, 

Y^{z)Al{zq-H)-1:   =   -.Ytizq-^r^zq-H):, 
Yr2Hz)A2(zq-H2)-1--    =    -.Yzizq-H3)-1:, 

(A.8) 

Y^2(z)  = 

\(z)  = 1 -6 

Y2(z):, 

Y^3(z)A2(zq-H)-1: 
Y^A^zq-H2)^ 

=   -.Yiizq-Hmzq-2*)-1:,    (A.9) 
= ::Y1{zq-*1*)-1:. 
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and all ^(q^t) = 1, in agreement with (2.24). 
Note that we can write (cf. (2.18)) 

In fact, it is not hard to see that, 

A1(zq-1t)A2(zqt-1):, 

Al(zq-1t)A3(zqt-1):, (A.10) 

A2(^-1i)A3(^-1): . 

,w. 
T2{zqt-1) =      lim     /^(-jrxWrxM, (A.ll) 

w-+zq2t-2 Z 

which illustrates Conjecture 3.3. Similarly, one can verify, e.g., 

Ty^M)  =     lim    /^(^Tx^TiH, 

rv(ci;i+W2)(z)  - TiOOTata), 
(A.12) 

where Ty^oJijC^) and ^(wi+^jW are ^^ ^^f5^] generators corresponding 
to the V(2(J0I) = 6 and V(u)i + ^2) = 8 of Uq($ls)^ respectively. 

For the commutation relations one finds 

fn(j)Tl(z)T1(w)-f11(^)T1(w)T1(z) = 

I^^^V^m^-1) -^-^^(z^-1)) , 

Ml^-H, _,(,-.«.=,), 

71; jr 

/22(-)T2(z)T2H -/22(-)T2HT2(z)  = 
z if; 

M^^t-^mdi^-1) - siq-H^mzqt-^, 
(A.13) 

where /^(z) is defined in (2.31). Note that /ii(x) = /22(^)- 

A.2    W9,t[B2] 

In this appendix we compute explicit expressions for the generators and 
relations of the deformed W^j^] algebra. The classical limit t -4 1, i.e., 
W^ifi^L has been discussed already in [2,16]. 
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We adopt the following conventions.  In terms of an orthonormal basis 
{ei, 62} of M2, the simple roots and fundamental weights of B2 are given by 

ai  = ei -62, ^2   =   ^2, 

^2   =    5(61 +62). 
(A.14) 

We have (n,^) = (2,1) and rv = 2, h = 4, hv = 3.   The weights of 
the B2 irreducible representations L(ui) = 5 and L^) = 4 are given by 
{±61, ±62,0} and {^(iei ±62)}, respectively. 

The deformed Cartan matix is given by 

Cijfat)  = 
g2*"1 + q-2t \ 

-(q + q-1)   qrl + q-HJ 

In particular, 

A^z)   =    ■.Y1(zq2r1)Y1(zq-2t)Y2(zq-1r1Y2(zq)-1 

A2(z)   =   :Y1(z)-1Y2(zqr1)Y1(zq-H): . 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

Using the BI2 pasting procedure outlined in Section 3 we find the following 
generators of >V9,t[i?2]:8 

A€P(V(wi)) 

(A.17) 

where 

A^z)  = Y?(z)   = ■■Yxiz):, 

A2(z) = y-Uz)  = ■.Y^WAiizq-H)-1: 

= Y1(zq-H2)-1Y2(zq-H)Y2(zq-
1t):, 

Ao(z)  = Y^(z)   = YgWMzq-**)-1-- 
= Y^zq-H^Y^zq-H):, 

Aa(*)   = l^a(z)  = Y^(z)A2(zq-2t2)-1: 
= Y^zq-H^izq-H'r^izq-h3)-1:, 

Aiiz)  = Y^iz)  = Y^(z)Al(zq-At*r1-   =   Wzq-**)-1: 

( (A.18) 

8In fact, T2(z) of W,,*^] coincides with Ti(z) of >V9,t[C2], so that those generators 
can be read-off from the results in [16]. 
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-f(ei-e2)v   ' 

q(«1+«)M = 

nw:, 

yi^"1*)^^"^)- 
3^2\-li 

^-eoW^^"^) 

and the coefl&cients c^* (g, t) are given by 

(A.19) 

CQ1^,*)    =   72,1(9.*)    = c^(g,i) = 1,   A^O.  (A.20) 

^(^t) = 1, VA. (A.21) 

The construction of T\{z) illustrates an important feature that does not 
occur in the W^ISITV] 

case5 namely the occurance of an 5(2 string with 3 
terms (the one built on Y^1^)), and consequently the nontrivial coefficient 
c^lq^t) = 72,1(9,*). The generators above are in perfect agreement with 
Assumption 2.4 as well as Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. 

Note that we can write 

AiW = 

A2W = 

AoM = 

AJW = 

AiW = 

In fact, we have 

Trizqr1)  =       lim      fl1, 
w—>zqzt~z      2^ 

once more illustrating Conjecture 3.3 

w 

^-.-,<«4«>^><7W*W,D)' 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 
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For the commutation relations one finds 

7/1 y 

{q2,t-l,qH-\qt-2) {     *    4w       s/-6^w 

(qt-Wt-Wt-*) 
{s(qH-^)-8(q-^)), 

fM-)Ti(z)T2(w) - /i2(-)T2HTi(z)  = 
z w 

£^(6tft-^)T2(zq-H) -Siq-H^Uzqt-1)) , 

in z 
f22(-)T2(z)T2(w) - f22(-)T2(w)T2(z)  = 

z w 

, (q,t~l,qzt~\q2t~2) (!;,s+-iw\   x/^-***™ 

(AM) 

where 

Tv<2»a)(z)  =     lim  f22(-)T2(zq-1)T2(wq-1) 
w^zg Z (A.25) 

=    :Y2(zq-1)Y2(zq):+..., 

is the yVqj[B2] generator corresponding to the irreducible Uq(B2) represen- 
tation that decomposes under Uq(B2) as a 10 © 1. 

A.3    VMGa] 

In this appendix we illustrate our algorithm to compute explicit expressions 
for the generators and relations of the algebra VV^Gy.   For t = 1, i.e. 
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Wg)i[G2], the generators and (part of) the Poisson algebra structure were 
already discussed in [18]. 

We adopt the following conventions. The simple roots are normalized as 

(ai,ai)   =   §, (0^2,^2)   =  2, (ai,a2)   =   -1, (A.26) 

such that n = 1, r2 = 3 and rv = 3. The Coxeter and dual Coxeter numbers 
are h = 6, hv = 4, while the deformed Cartan matrix is given by 

Cij{q,t)   = 
fqt-i + q-H-tf + l + q-2)^ 

-1 <pt-l+q-H   J 

such that, in particular, 

A^z)   =    :Y1(zqt-1)Y1(zq-1t)Y2(z)-1:, 

A2(z)   =    ^(zq^Y^zr^zq-^-^izqh-^izq-h): . 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

The two fundamental representations of G2 are L(ui) = 7 and L(uj2) = 
14. While the representation L(wi) can be affinized to a finite dimensional 
Uq(G2) module V(a;i), the minimal affinization V(u)2) oi L(uj2) involves the 
addition of a singlet [23], i.e., as a representation of Uq(G2) this V(u2) de- 
composes as 14 ffi 1. 

The corresponding W^tfGy generators are given by 

Ti(z)  =       E       ^(q,t)Y^(z), (A.29) 
xeP(v(ui)) 
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where 

Ai(* 

A2(z 

A4(2 

A6(z 

iSx+a.W       =    :*i(*):. 

= -.Yrizq-^r^izq-H):, 

= Y£(z) = :A2(z)A2(zq-H2rl: 
= :Yl(zq-

6t2)Y1(zq-H2)Y2(zq-
7t3)-1:, 

=  Y^(z) - :A3(z)A1(zq-7t!i)-1: 

= :Y1(zg-Hi)-1Y1(zq-Ati):, 

=  YX(z) = :A4(z)A1(zq-!i^)-1: 

= -.Yxizq-H^Yiizq-HY^izq-^3):, 

=  Y%ai+aa){z)    = :A5(z)A2(zq-W)-i: 

= :Y1(zq-10t4)Y2(zq-nt5r1:, 

,-ll+5\-l.    _    .v /^-12+6\-l. :  Y^2ai+a2)(z)   =   :A9(z)A1(zq-1^)-1:   =    -.Y^zq-1^)- 

(A.30) 

while 

^3a2
1+2a2W    =   '*&):,' 

YR+atiz)   =    :Y«a\+2a2(z)A2(zq-hrl: 

=    lYiizq-Hmzq-HWzq-7?)-1:, 

Oa2W   =    :y%l+aa(z)Ai(zq-*ti)-1: 

=    :Yi(zq-1t)Y1(zq-7t!i)-1Yi(zq-51?)-1Y2(zq-*1?):, 

Y%{z)   =    :Y^+aa(z)Ai(zq-7^r1: 
=    -.Y^zq-^Y^zq^mizq-10^)-1:, 
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YZ(*)  =   ■.Y£+a2(z)A1(zq-^)-1: 
=   -.Y^zq-^-^izq-h3)-1 

■ Y^zq-H'r^zq-H^izq-H2):, 

Yp{z)   =   :Y^(z)A1{zq-wtA)-1- 
=   ■.Yiizq-^r'Yxizq-H):, 

YP'(Z)  =   :Y^(z)Al(zq-2t2)-1--   =   :Y^(z)A2(zq-7t3)-1: 

=    ^(zq-^Y.izq-H'r^zq-^r^izq-H2):, 

Y^"(z)   = ■.Y^(z)A2(zq-5t3)-1: 

= -.Yiizq-HY^izq-H2):, 

Y^iz)  = :Y^'(z)A2(zq-5t3r1-- 
= ■.Y^zq-^Y.izq-h^Ytizq-H3) 

■Y2(zq-10ti)-lY2(zq-8t*r1--, 

^xW   = rlTWlter10*4)-1: 
= :Y1(zq-111>i)-1Y1(zq-Vr1Y2(zq-2ti):, 

YX-aM   =   ■.YX(z)A2(zq-5t3)-1:   =   :YX(z)A1(zq-10ti)-1-- 
= :y1(^-11t5)-1y1(zg-7t3)y1(^-5t3)y2(^-8i4)-1:, 

= ryi^-11*5)-1^^-9*5)-1 

•yi^-Vj-^Czg"6*4):, 

n2
Ql-2a2W   =   ■■Y?L1-2a2(z)Mzq-9t5)-1: 

=   :Y2(zq-12t6)-1:, 
(AM) 
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and the coefficients c^1' (q, t) are given by 

=  ^^^^(^i)  = c^{2Qi+a2)(g,i)   =  1, 

#(?.*)   =  72,1(9, *)   =   j^fS- 

(A.32) 

(ff,?2*-1) 

and 

C+aJfl.*)  = C+a,(9.*)  = ^(9'*)  = c-2(9,<) 
= ^2

3Ql_Q2(9,i)   =  c^%ai_2a2{q,t)   =   1, 

^x+«a(9.*)   = Ck*(9>*)   =  ^(9.*)   =  ^(9.*) 

— c-2ai-a2(^'V   =:   c-22ai-a2V^^)    ^    /q n^-l) ' 

Co  l9'tj   " (9,^-1,^-1,^-2)' 

^'(9,*)   = 

c?"{q,t)   =   - 

(q\qt-1) 

(q2,qt) 
(qrft-1) 

Note that again we find perfect agreement with both Theorems 2.5 and 
2.6. The construction of the generator T2(z) illustrates two important fea- 
tures. First, the 5I2 string built on, e.g., Y^2 (z), requires 4 terms as compared 
to the 3-dimensional Uq($l2) representation which occurs at this point in the 
14 of Uq(G2)- This illustrates the necessity for extending the 14 by a 1. 
Secondly, the 5^2 strings built on Y£*(z) and Yg£(z) intersect at the point 
YQ

2
'(Z). For consistency of the 5X2 pasting procedure we therefore need to 

find the same coefficient c^2'(q,t) regardless of which s^ path we choose to 
reach YQ

2I
{Z). This can indeed be verified. 
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Note that 

y^2 
I3ai+2a2 (*) = 

Yai+a2\z) = 

Y^W = 

O*) = 

Y^'(z) = 

Y$»"(z) = 

Y%(z) = 

Y%(z) = 

Y»L^(z) = —ai—a2 v 

2 —2ai—0:2 (*) 

^r-3Qi-2Q2(2:) 

:Ai(^g"1t)A2(^t" 

:Ai(^"1t)A3(^r 

:Ai(zq~1t)A4(zqt~ 

:Ki{zq~lt)Kb{zqt~ 

\Ki{zq~lt)K^{zqt~ 

:A2{zq''1t)A5(zqt~ 

:Ai(zq~lt)A7(zqt~ 

:A2{zq~lt)A6(zqt~ 

'.A^zq-^A^zqf 

\kz{zq-H)AG{zqb~ 

:A2(zq~1t)A7(zqt~ 

:A^{zq~lt)A7{zqt~ 

:A4:(zq~lt)A7(zqt' 

:Ab(zq~1t)A7(zqt- 

:A6{zq~lt)A7{zqf 

(AM) 

so that we can also write 

T2(2)   =   ^CijM-.Aiizq-H^jizqt-1):, 
i<3 

(A.35) 

with appropriately chosen coefficients Cjj(g,t) (some of which are vanishing). 
In fact, an explicit examination of all the contractions shows 

tw. 
T2{zqt-

1)   = lim        /21a1+a2,a1+a2(-)^l(^mH> 
w-*zqH~z z 

(AM) 

which again confirms Conjecture 3.3. 
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The commutation relations are given by 

7/1 y 

(q\t-\qH-\qH-*) 
(qH-^qH-^qH-2) + 

z z 

^t-\qH-\qH-\qH-\qH-') (^nt-^ _ ^-1^:1) 1 
+ {qt-\qH-\qH-i,qH-2,qH-z) \d{q  t    z)    d[q        z)h 

on y 
h2{-)Tx(z)T2(w) - fni-mMTtiz)  - 

z w 
,3  *-l (q\t-') 
^ (stft-'^Tv^wft-1) - S(q-

7t^)Tv^l}(wq-^ {qH 
(q\t-\qH-\qH-*) + (qH-^qH-^qH-2) 

%11r5-)T1(u;^-1) - Siq-^-^wq-H)) , 
Z Z J 

111 7. 
f22(-)T2(z)T2(W) - h2(-)T2(w)T2(z)  = 

z w 
{q\t-')(xt.2 

S(ql t-^)Tv{Zuil){WqH-l) - Siq-H^Ty^izqH-')] 
Z Z J (qH-*) 

(q\q\t-\qt-\qh-\q2t-2) + 

+ 

{q,qH-\qH-\qH-\qH-2) 

• (5{q
wr^)Tv,(2uJl){wqh-i) -<5(g-

10i4f)Ty,(2u)l)(^
5r2)) 

{qt,q2,qZ,t-\qH-\qt-2) 

S(q8t-4-)T2(wqH-2) - 6(q-8t4-)T2(zqH-2) 
z z 

+ 

(q,qt-\qH-\qH-\qH-2) 

■ (5(qH-^)T2(wqH-2) - , 

(q\ t-\qH-\qH-\ qt-2, qH'2, q^2, qH^) 
(qt-^qH-^qH-^qH-2, qH'2, qH'2, qH'3) 

Z z 

(A.37) 
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where 

Tv(2wi)(z)   = 

Tv'(2u>i)(z)   = 

y1(^-1)yi(zg):+..., (A.38) 

yi^-^yi^r1)^..., 

are W9jt[G2] generators corresponding to irreducible Uq(G2) representations 
that decompose under Uq(G2) as 77' © 27 0 2(14), 27 © 7 and 27 © 14 © 1, 
respectively. 
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